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R e s e a r c h H i g h l i g h t s
The research is a descriptive analytical paper which predicted the political rigmaroles and imbroglios that are expected to herald the 2019 General Election in Nigeria. It is a timely work which sends warnings, challenges, prospects and policy document for all stakeholders involved in the electoral process to sit up and improve the process for an improved credibility and fairness in the conduct. The work is a contribution of a patriotic citizen towards ensuring a sound and acceptable election which is a major tenet of democracy. It is anticipated that this little work will give an additional direction to the policymakers particularly the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) to identify the predicted challenges that will affect the success of the election and approach it tactically promptly.
________________________________________________________________
G r a p h i c a l A b s t r a c t
General elections in Nigeria are often controversial and are perceived as elections with challenges and issues of legitimacy because of irregularities and malpractices that bedevilled the process of the elections' conduct. The 2019 General Election is anticipated to be an election of greater interest and challenges accruing to the permutation of many factors that are manifesting currently within the political arena of Nigerian politics. This paper is a succinct examination of the predictive analysis of the prospects and the challenges that the 2019 General Election might produce. The problem is that despite the significant improvement recorded in the 2015 General Election, there are still challenges that are yet to be addressed in the electoral process. The paper is a descriptive and analytical work which relies on the use of secondary data such as books, journals and internet sources for data collection. The data collected was analysed using thematic analytical interpretations. The paper discovered that the 2019 General Election would be less challenging than the immediately previous one due to a weak opposition but some of the hitches that were encountered before might likely reoccur particularly the efficiency of the card readers and the violation of electoral regulations in addition to money politics. The paper recommends that the electoral body should re-strategised in making the smart card readers effective and the body needs to be vigilant in monitoring parties' and candidates' financial activities right from now in order to ensure compliance, transparency and a fair election.
___________________________________________________________________________
R e s e a r c h O b j e c t i v e s
The major objective of this work is to identify clearly the red areas of challenges, issues and anticipated problems that the 2019 General Election might encounter if they are not address properly. It is a presentation of the issues as they are and the suggestions to improve the conduct of the election. Indeed, the objective of the work is to ensure that an acceptable election that is fair and credible is conducted in 2019 General Election by studying the problems and proffering practical solutions to them ahead of the election.
M e t h o d o l o g y
The paper used a qualitative method of data collection and analysis in which secondary sources were used such as books, journals, newspaper sources and internet sources. The data obtained were presented using thematic analytical interpretations where the existing data were discussed using the current findings and the theoretical application of the adopted theories in the work.
R e s u l t s
In this section, some important issues concerning the anticipated prospects or factors that will make the 2019 General Election successful are discussed thematically as well as the expected challenges that the election might face in the process. However, these predictions can be subject to surprising alteration most especially if the electoral body and the policymakers will cooperate in improving the optimistic aspects and tackling the challenges seriously. This will make the election a greater improvement comparably than that of the 2015 General Election and the previous elections in Nigeria's Fourth Republic.
F i n d i n g s
There are many factors that may lead to the success of the 2019 General Election. Some of them were in existence since the inception of the Fourth Republic but were not as functional as now. The other factors emerged recently in the 2015 General Election and they would be more effective in the 2019 electoral process conduct. This does not mean that it will be successful and hitch free. Other factors were identified that will hinder its success unless they are handled promptly which include corruption, vote buying, excessive party financing, insecurity and the politics of decamping.
A c k n o w l e d g m e n t
